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Abstract 
Due to rapid development in software industry, it was necessary to reduce time and efforts in the 
software development process. Software Reusability is an important measure that can be applied 
to improve software development and software quality. Reusability reduces time, effort, errors, 
and hence the overall cost of the development process. Reusability prediction models are estab-
lished in the early stage of the system development cycle to support an early reusability assess-
ment. In Object-Oriented systems, Reusability of software components (classes) can be obtained 
by investigating its metrics values. Analyzing software metric values can help to avoid developing 
components from scratch. In this paper, we use Chidamber and Kemerer (CK) metrics suite in or-
der to identify the reuse level of object-oriented classes. Self-Organizing Map (SOM) was used to 
cluster datasets of CK metrics values that were extracted from three different java-based systems. 
The goal was to find the relationship between CK metrics values and the reusability level of the 
class. The reusability level of the class was classified into three main categorizes (High Reusable, 
Medium Reusable and Low Reusable). The clustering was based on metrics threshold values that 
were used to achieve the experiments. The proposed methodology succeeds in classifying classes 
to their reusability level (High Reusable, Medium Reusable and Low Reusable). The experiments 
show how SOM can be applied on software CK metrics with different sizes of SOM grids to provide 
different levels of metrics details. The results show that Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT) and 
Number of Children (NOC) metrics dominated the clustering process, so these two metrics were 
discarded from the experiments to achieve a successful clustering. The most efficient SOM topolo-
gy [2 × 2] grid size is used to predict the reusability of classes. 
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1. Introduction 
Reuse-Based Software Engineering “is a software engineering strategy where the development process is geared 
to reusing existing software” [1]. There are many advantages that are referred to reusability, such as cost and time 
reduction, increasing the quality of software [2], reducing the cost of implementation [3].  

Software metrics is “a measure of some property of software artifacts or its specifications” [4]. Software metrics 
can be used as indicator of software quality, help the project managers to assess and control the development li-
fecycle and help the developers to evaluate the quality of software [5]. Using metrics becomes manifest in reu-
sability measurement in Object-Oriented (OO) paradigms [6].  

Reusability is an important aspect in Component Based System Development (CBSD) [7]. Software compo-
nents could be programs, part of programs, classes, modules, even architectures and test cases [8]. Component can 
be viewed as an independent “black box” with a high level of abstraction, and has a public interface to integrate 
with other components. The ability to define the reusable components becomes critical task to avoid the failure of 
reuse, especially in OO components [9]. Analyzing software metric values will help developers to identify the 
most suitable reusable components, to avoid developing components from scratch [5]. 

This paper proposes Object Oriented software reusability classification and prediction model. The prediction 
model uses software metrics to predict the ability of reusing components. By adopting the prediction model, we 
can define which components can be reused in an early stage of software development. This model can be used 
continuously to assess the ability of reusing existing components using the Self-Organizing Map (SOM) tech-
nique.  

In this paper, we applied SOM as a clustering technique in order to help in categorizing the reusable software 
components using Chidamber and Kemerer (CK) metrics suite. The classification process is based on software 
metrics values to discover the component reusability level (High Reusable, Medium Reusable and Low Reusa-
ble). 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 covers the software reusability concepts and related 
work. Section 3 provides a brief description of Self-Organizing Map (SOM) as a data classification technique. In 
Section 4, the methodology followed in this paper is outlined. Section 5 describes the experimental environment 
and the experiments that have been applied. The analyzed results are also presented in this section.  

2. Software Reusability  
Weinreich and Sametinger define the goal of CBSD; is to produce fine-grain components that could be reusable, 
rather than develop a software system and reuse it as whole. But the reuse of component at a finer level of gra-
nularity needs standards to support the connection of these finer components. Existing code is one of the richness 
assets in legacy systems. OO is a rich method of providing objects that share state and consists of building blocks 
of software systems which could be reused. Both of classes and components are define the object behavior, and 
both have a high level of abstraction (interfaces) to define their internal functionality. The components can be 
implemented using one class or more [10]. Reusing of OO under the component based development approach was 
accepted as promising reuse methodology [11]. OO classes are hard to be reused, because they are usually depend 
on each other and don’t work separately [12]. 

Chidamber and Kemerer (CK) metrics is one of the most popular and known software metrics suites. These 
metrics are Weighted Methods per Class (WMC), Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT), Number of Children (NOC), 
Coupling between Objects (CBO), Response for a Class (RFC), and Lack of Cohesion in Methods (LCOM).CK 
suite was applied in this paper, to measure the reusability. There are rigid reasons for applying traditional CK 
metrics suite which are, CK metrics have been widely used by researchers and experimented many times, the 
relationships between these metrics and software quality were validate and proved [6] [13]-[17]. CK metrics are 
the base of most of the other proposed metrics [18], and CK metrics have a threshold values which have been 
investigated in literatures [19] [20]. 

Many studies introduced different methods to evaluate software quality attributes, based on software metrics. In 
[21] investigate if there is a relationship between the class growth and coupling and cohesion metrics values. Then 
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the authors used statistical methods to measure reusability of components (class) using fan-in and fan-out metrics. 
The empirical investigation based on the idea that a high value of fan-in coupling metric indicates that class 
called by many classes, so it is reusable. Low fan-in metric value indicates low coupling and encapsulation. [22] 
proposed a new metrics to measure the component’s quality attributes, which are complexity, customizability, and 
reusability The study measures the reusability based on two approaches. The first approach is calculating Com-
ponent Reusability (CR) based on its interface methods. CR calculates the component itself reusability. The 
second approach is measuring the reusability level by using Component Reuse level (CRL) metric. CRL metric 
is based on Line of Code (LOC) metric and the Functionality of the component. [23] proposed a new reusability 
model, inspired from the reusability model given by REBOOT [24] with the difference of criteria and used metrics. 
[25] used the factors of previous study and forms empirical evaluation using different java bean components. [13] 
described nine traditional metrics and define their applicability to define quality attributes. They define five of sex 
CK's metrics that are related to the reusability evaluation, which are WMC, LCOM, DIT, CBO, and NOC. This 
paper uses the traditional CK metric suite to predict the software reusability quality factor. The prediction based 
on using neural network (SOM) to find software reusability level. [4] considered the adaptability, compose-ability 
and complexity important factors for measuring the reusability. [26] proposed two new metrics relates with the 
effect of the templates with inheritance in object-oriented software quality The first proposed metric Generic 
Reusability Ratio (GRr) measure the effect of using templates on the program volume. The second is Effort Ra-
tio (ER) measure the effect of the templates on the whole development efforts. The proposed metrics were mo-
tivated by Halstead’s metrics, and were experimented using programs written with and without templates, to 
measure the impact of using the templates on reusability. [27] validated CK metrics suite using six different 
systems, to discover the relationship between the metrics. They found there is a relationship between WMC, 
LCOM, and CBO. The classes with high values of WMC are also have a high values of LCOM and CBO, which 
lead to high complexity of the system and have a negative impact on the quality attributes like reusability. Low 
values of NOC and DIT indicates a disregard of inheritance property. The most frequently used metrics are pro-
posed by Chidamber and Kemmerer (CK metrics). Their metrics suite has been proven by researcher that they are 
targeting the object-oriented quality measurements, as mentioned in [28]. 

In this paper we applied SOM as clustering technique to help in categorizing the reusable software compo-
nents using Chidamber and Kemerer (CK) metrics suite. The clustering process is based on software metrics 
values to discover the component reusability level (Reusable, Medium Reusable, and Low Reusable).  

3. Self-Organizing Map (SOM) 
Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is one of well-known algorithm in pattern recognition and classification. SOM is an 
ANN model that is based on competitive learning and is an unsupervised learning paradigm [29] [30]. 

Kohonen’s Self-Organizing Map uses an arranged set of neurons usually in 2-D rectangular or hexagonal grid 
[31]. Data reduction into 2-D dimensionality from high dimensionality is effective in approximation of similarity 
relations [32] [33] and also useful for data visualization to help in determining classes or similar patterns [34]. 
SOM transfers the arbitrary dimensions of incoming input data signals into one or two-dimensional map [35], and 
learn or discover the underlying structure of the input data. SOM has two layers of neurons; an input layer and an 
output layer. Each input vector is fully connected to each neuron in the output layer. The choice of the SOM grid 
size is determined by the degree of details of the findings; more generalization of finding requires less grid size 
than more detailed one [36]. 

In SOM grid the similar clusters are neighbors, and different clusters are far from each other on the grid. This is 
called spatial autocorrelation. 

SOM has been widely used in many applications ranging from image processing [37] [38], speech recognition 
[39] [40], condition monitoring of processes [41], cloud classification, and micro-array data analysis. In the field 
of software engineering, SOM has been used in many researches, but not many are concerned with how to iden-
tifying metric based reusable components. [42] apply SOM to the description of the software components, in order 
to categorize these components in repositories that derived from software manual and the results were very 
promising. [43] compare SOM and GHSOM in clustering software components in the repositories. [44] develop 
Software Self-Organizing Map (SSOM) that is based on SOM, to classify software modules. [45] proposed a 
Software Reuse Methodology based on SOM to promote UNIX commands software components reuse. [36] 
discussed the applicability of SOM in analysis and visualization of software modules, based on its metrics values, 
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to detect software quality measures. The proposed approach is useful for designer to examine and form a deep 
understating of the clusters to recognize the module measure. [7] define a Neuro-fuzzy model through two main 
step; the first step was based on SOM to analyzes, evaluates and optimizes reusability for Component Based 
Software Engineering using CK metrics values, and the second step was using supervised Back propagation 
Neural Network (BPNN) and fuzzy inference rules applied on CK metric values to categorize the data into Very 
Low, Low, Medium, High and Very High reusability classes.The original form of SOM that has been proposed 
by [46] was used in this paper rather any other update forms of SOM algorithm, this is because it is computa-
tionally the simplest and the lightest, and it is produce in practise useful results of mapping a high dimensional 
input vector [47]. 

4. The Proposed Methodology 
The objective of this paper is to capture, analyze, and model the effects of software components metrics values on 
software reusability level. This work uses SOM to define the level of software reusability. The proposed me-
thodology consists of the following phases that are shown in Figure 1. 

4.1. Dataset Collection and Preprocessing 
The required dataset for this work was collected from COMETS datasets that is available on the web [48]. We 
selected Chidamber and Kemerer (CK) metric suite (CBO, DIT, LCOM, NOC, WMC, and RFC) from seventeen 
metrics in COMETS datasets. The metrics values were collected from the last released versions of selected sys-
tems. Three different systems with their CK metrics were selected to be experimented using SOM. CK metrics 
values were used as attributes for each input vector to SOM. The selected systems are Eclipse JDT, Eclipse PDE, 
and Hibernate. The number of classes in each system is 1061, 1454, 1173 respectively. The statistical description 
of each selected system is shown in Tables 1-3 respectively. 

 

 
Figure 1. The proposed methodology.                                                                

 
Table 1. Statistical description of Eclipse JDT dataset.                                                           

 CBO DIT LCOM NOC RFC WMC 

Minimum 0 1 0 0 0 0 

Maximum 222 8 80,982 26 661 2074 

Standard deviation 21.36 1.72 2762.65 1.99 62.81 159.24 

Mean 15.87 2.62 235.36 0.65 41.57 61.60 

Median 9 2 5 0 22 21 

 
Table 2. Statistical description of Eclipse PDE dataset.                                                          

 CBO DIT LCOM NOC RFC WMC 

Minimum 0 1 0 0 0 0 

Maximum 129 9 1377 108 334 229 

Standard deviation 17.38 1.54 80.67 3.82 38.68 28.77 

Mean 17.14 2.22 19.79 0.66 34.16 20.57 

Median 12 2 1 0 21 11 
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Table 3. Statistical description of hibernate dataset.                                                              

 CBO DIT LCOM NOC RFC WMC 

Minimum 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Maximum 186 7 13,069 28 682 594 

Standard deviation 14.93 1.18 747.92 1.80 48.99 38.64 

Mean 11.78 1.85 115.40 0.50 26.70 18.19 

Median 8 1 2 0 13 8 

 
The statistical descriptions show that there is a low median and mean for DIT and NOC metrics. That means 

inheritance is not used much in the systems. This result was also found in [15] [19] [49] [50].  
Metrics threshold used as quantitative method to define the good qualitative of software quality and useful to 

identify the high risk classes [51]. The threshold value forms good general view of software to help developer in 
review software classes [52]. Exceeding the upper bound of threshold value can be considered a problem and a 
sign of poor design of the software class, so less reusable. Threshold values provide a simple analysis method to 
define the risky software design. We assume that threshold represent the upper bound as in [53]. The adopted 
metrics threshold used in this paper is shown in Table 4. 

In data preprocessing phase, data should be prepared to be used by any clustering techniques, in order to de-
velop a unified form for all data instances [54]. The used dataset has many records (OO classes) with the value −1 
in all metrics; which means that class did not existed in a given time. All records with the value of −1 were ignored 
and deleted from the dataset; the number of classes before and after cleansing in the selected systems is shown in 
Table 5. 

Then Min-Max normalization method has been adopted in this paper to normalize the selected dataset, using 
Equation (1) [55].  

( )min new_ max new_ min new_ min
max min

i A
i A A A

A A

vv −′ = − +
−

                 (1) 

where: max , minA A  are the minimum and maximum values of an attribute A. Min-max normalization maps a 
value iv  of A to a value iv′  in the range [ ]new_max , new_minA A . 

4.2. Reusability Classification Using SOM 
SOM is based on Competitive Learning rule. Figure 2 shows a simple competitive learning network. We can 
notice that the network is fully connected input neurons (i) to output neurons (o) with weight ( iow ) [35]: 

The algorithm of Kohonen’s SOM can be summarizing as shown in Figure 3. 

4.3. Clustering Validation 
Silhouette method is used to measure the clustering validity. Silhouette uses combination of two criteria; separa-
tion and cohesion. Separation measures how well the clusters are separated from each other based on distance 
between clusters centroids. Cohesion measures how well the clusters are cohesion and vectors are closely related 
to each other in one cluster [50].  

For a data set D, of n objects, suppose D is partitioned into k clusters, 1, , kC C� . Silhouette can be computed 
using the following steps [55]:  
- For each object o ∈ D, find the average distance between o and all other objects in the cluster to which o be-

longs. Called its value a(o).  
- For each object o ∈ D, find the minimum average distance from o to all clusters to which o does not belong. 

Called its value b(o). 
- Calculate silhouette coefficient s(o) using Equation 2 [50]: 

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ){ }max ,

b o a o
s o

a o b o
−

=
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Figure 2. Simple competitive learning network.                                                                 

 

 
Figure 3. SOM algorithm.                                                                                 

 
Table 4. Threshold values.                                                                                 

Metric Proposed Threshold Reference 

CBO 13 [19] 

WMC 20 [19] 

LCOM 20 [49] 

DIT 2 [49] 

RFC 44 [19] 

NOC 2 [49] 

 
Table 5. Data cleansing.                                                                                    

System Name Version Number Number of original Classes Number of Cleaned Classes 

Eclipse JDT 183 1368 1061 

Eclipse PDE 191 3083 1454 

Hibernate 98 1216 1173 

5. Experimental Results and Analysis 
The experiments were applied for each system separately, using the same experiment settings, to standardize the 
evaluation for each. SOM Grid size and number of epochs were updated in all experiments. Learning rate values in 
all experiments were as follow:  

Ordering phase learning rate = 0.9 
Ordering phase steps = 1000 
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Tuning phase learning rate = 0.02 
Tuning phase neighborhood distance = 1 
While the number of epochs was increasing, the silhouette average values were increasing also. The epoch’s 

number is then adjusted at 2000, because silhouette became almost stable in all selected systems at this point. 
Many experiments were obtained on different SOM grid sizes. The experiment with the highest silhouette value is 
selected. Then the metrics values were analyzed in each cluster to find their relationships with the class reusability 
level.  

Eclipse JDT system classes were normalized, then they were imported to SOM network to be clustered. Classes 
were experimented many times in order to find the highest silhouette average value. Experiment number 8 in 
Table 6 achieves the highest silhouette average value, so this experiment will be analyzed. The analysis was based 
mainly on CK metrics average values in each cluster, and also based on the percentage of classes that are ex-
ceeding CK metrics threshold values. 

After analyzing each cluster in the Eclipse JDT System, we found that DIT and NOC metrics are dominating the 
clustering process, which was also found in [36]. There is no obvious trend found between classes in one cluster. 
Metrics values also were analyzed in each cluster and an obvious common relationship in the same cluster’s 
classes couldn’t be found. Based on previous observations, the distribution of NOC and DIT metrics values was 
analyzed in Eclipse JDT System, it was found that 76.2% of the NOC metric classes have 0 values, and 76.3% of 
classes have the values 1, 2, and 3 in DIT metric. In addition the experimental results show that eliminating NOC 
and DIT metrics from clustering process may enhance the results. Then the experiments were reapplied after 
eliminating NOC and DIT metrics from input.  

In Table 6, the experimental attempts of Eclipse JDT system are shown. The SOM grid size was changed many 
times until find the best one, which was for this dataset is [2 × 2] grid size, because it has the highest average of 
silhouette. Also the Table shows that when the grid size is changed, the average of silhouette is changed also. 

The silhouette plot of experiment 8 is shown in Figure 4. The X-axis illustrates the silhouette values. The value 
of silhouette coefficient is ranging from −1 to 1. Negative value of silhouette is not preferable because it means 
that object is related to other cluster more than the cluster that is belonging to. Values approaching to 1 are the 
desirable value; that means the average distance of object to points in the same cluster is greater than the minimum 
average distance of object to all other clusters. To measure the goodness of overall clustering process, the average 
silhouette can be used [55]. The Y-axis defines the number of clusters in the grid. 

The classes in each cluster can be classified into one of three main categories. These categories are summarizing 
the relationship between CK metrics values and reusability quality factor. The categories are:  
 Category One: A High Reusable cluster contains classes that are not exceeding threshold values and have 

lowest values of CBO, LCOM, RFC, and WMC metrics.  
 

Table 6. Eclipse JDT experiments attempts.                                                                     

Experiment No. Grid Size Average of Silhouette 

1 [10 × 10] 0.4937 

2 [8 × 8] 0.4607 

3 [7 × 7] 0.4586 

4 [6 × 6] 0.4437 

5 [5 × 5] 0.4971 

6 [4 × 4] 0.5426 

7 [3 × 3] 0.6351 

8 [2 × 2] 0.7083 

9 [5 × 4] 0.5099 

10 [4 × 3] 0.6303 

11 [3 × 2] 0.6185 
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Figure 4. Silhouette result of experiment 8 of eclipse JDT system after eliminating NOC and DIT metrics.        

 
 Category Two: A Medium Reusable cluster contains classes that are around threshold values and have the 

medium values of CBO, LCOM, RFC, and WMC metrics.  
 Category Three: A Low Reusable cluster contains classes that are exceeding threshold values and have highest 

values of CBO, LCOM, RFC, and WMC metrics. 
Based on that, the analysis of each cluster vectors in experiment 8 is shown in Table 7, where Avg. column is 

the metric average in each cluster. If the Avg. column of one metric in specific cluster is high, that means the 
classes that included in this cluster had high values of that metric, so they are become less reusable and vice versa. 
Ex.% column is the percentage of classes that are exceeding metric threshold values. When the percentage is high, 
it means that there are many classes in this cluster are exceeding the threshold value, so it become also low 
reusable and vice versa. 

As shown in Table 7 cluster 3 and 4 are Low Reusable clusters, because almost all of the classes in both clusters 
exceed the threshold values and their averages are very high. Cluster 2 contains the most properly classes to be 
reusable; it has the minimum values of all metrics, so it is High Reusable cluster. Cluster 1 is Medium Reusable 
cluster, because the percentage of the classes that exceeding the threshold and averages is less than clusters 3 and 
4, and greater than cluster 2.  

Eclipse PDE and Hibernate systems were experimented many times also in order to find the highest silhouettes 
average values as done in the Eclipse JDT system. The analysis of the results was based mainly on CK metrics 
average values for each clusters, and also based on the percentage of classes that are exceeding CK metrics 
threshold values. The same observations were also found in Eclipse PDE and Hibernate systems (no obvious trend 
between classes and no common relationship in the same clusters classes). In Eclipse PDE system, NOC metric 
values had 0 in 82.5% of the classes and 81.7% of classes have the values 1, 2, and 3 in DIT metric. In Hibernate 
system, NOC metric values have 0 in 83.1% of the classes and 77.6% of classes had the values of 1 and 2 in DIT 
metric. Therefore, the distribution of NOC and DIT were poor, similar to the results found in [15] [19] [49] [50]. 
Then NOC and DIT metrics were also discarded from input in the experiments as done in Eclipse JDT.  

Table 8 and Table 9 show the experimental attempts of Eclipse PDE and Hibernate systems respectively. The 
Tables show that the best grid size for both systems is also [2 × 2] grid size as Eclipse JDT system, because it has 
the highest silhouette average. 

The silhouette plots of experiment 8 for both systems (Eclipse PDE and Hibernate systems) are shown in 
Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively. 

The results analysis of experiment 8 for Eclipse PDE system, are shown in Table 10. It illustrate that cluster 3  
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Figure 5. Silhouette result of experiment 8 of eclipse PDE system after eliminating NOC and DIT metrics.        

 

 
Figure 6. Silhouette result of experiment 8 of hibernate system after eliminating NOC and DIT metrics.             

 
Table 7. Results analysis of experiment 8 of eclipse JDT system.                                                   

 
CBO LCOM RFC WMC NO. OF 

CLASSES Avg. Ex.% Avg. Ex.% Avg. Ex.% Avg. Ex.% 

Cluster 1 25.2 97.3% 100.4 48% 61.4 80.4% 79.9 96.4% 225 

Cluster 2 6.7 8.8% 16.6 15% 16.4 3.4% 16.6 29.5% 706 

Cluster 3 133.3 100% 9050 100% 4 100% 1092.6 100% 13 

Cluster 4 54.7 98.8% 1210.3 77.8% 155.3 100% 258.9 100% 72 

Threshold 13 20 44 20  
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Table 8. Eclipse PDE experiments attempts.                                                                  

Experiment No. Grid Size Average of Silhouette 

1 [10 × 10] 0.4060 

2 [8 × 8] 0.3840 

3 [7 × 7] 0.3878 

4 [6 × 6] 0.4182 

5 [5 × 5] 0.4636 

6 [4 × 4] 0.4839 

7 [3 × 3] 0.5733 

8 [2 × 2] 0.6565 

9 [5 × 4] 0.4483 

10 [4 × 3] 0.5688 

11 [3 × 2] 0.6029 

 
Table 9. Hibernate experiments attempts.                                                                     

Experiment No. Grid Size Average of Silhouette 

1 [10 × 10] 0.4666 

2 [8 × 8] 0.4468 

3 [7 × 7] 0.4250 

4 [6 × 6] 0.4388 

5 [5 × 5] 0.5260 

6 [4 × 4] 0.5296 

7 [3 × 3] 0.6131 

8 [2 × 2] 0.8003 

9 [5 × 4] 0.5200 

10 [4 × 3] 0.5754 

11 [3 × 2] 0.7090 

 
Table 10. Results analysis of experiment 8 of eclipse PDE system.                                                 

 
CBO LCOM RFC WMC NO. OF 

CLASSES Avg. Ex.% Avg. Ex.% Avg. Ex.% Avg. Ex.% 

Cluster 1 22.5 91.6% 25.16 33.1% 44.5 44.4% 25.2 56.4% 417 

Cluster 2 7 11% 5.5 7.1% 12.2 0% 7.56 3.9% 861 

Cluster 3 85.5 100% 160.9 58% 198.3 100% 155.2 100% 31 

Cluster 4 46.7 100% 58.7 44.8% 99.4 100% 55.5 97.2% 145 

Threshold 13 20 44 20  

 
and 4 are Low Reusable clusters. Cluster 2 contains the most properly classes to be High Reusable. Cluster 1 is 
Medium Reusable cluster. 

The analysis of cluster’s vectors of experiment 8 for Hibernate system is shown in Table 11. The results show 
that Cluster 3 has only 2 vectors with very high values for all metrics. Cluster 3 and 4 are Low Reusable clusters. 
Cluster 2 is a High Reusable cluster, because it has the minimum values of all metrics. Cluster 1 is a Medium  
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Table 11. Results analysis of experiment 8 of hibernate system.                                                    

 
CBO LCOM RFC WMC NO. OF 

CLASSES Avg. Ex.% Avg. Ex.% Avg. Ex.% Avg. Ex.% 

Cluster 1 27.2 98.2% 252.8 59% 70.3 78.2% 44.6 81.4 188 

Cluster 2 7.1 13.4% 11.3 12% 12.4 0.5% 8.3 6.6% 964 

Cluster 3 126.5 100% 12954 100% 583 100% 466 100% 2 

Cluster 4 83.9 100% 2824.8 88.9% 273.7 100% 220.6 100% 18 

Threshold 13 20 44 20  

 
Reusable cluster, because the percentage of the classes that exceeding the threshold and its averages is less than 

clusters 3 and 4, and greater than cluster 2. 
LCOM metric can be used to evaluate the software reusability using SOM, based on used threshold even it has 

a poor distribution. Unlike statistical methods which discard LCOM metric from finding a clear threshold, because 
of its poor distribution. 

6. Conclusion and Future Work 
This research is based on using the Kohonen’s Self-Organizing Map (SOM) to cluster software metrics (CK me-
trics suite). The clustering of CK metrics was based on metrics threshold values that proposed in literature. We 
showed that SOM can be applied to clusters software metrics to visualize the relationship between software me-
trics and its reusability level (High Reusable, Medium Reusable and Low Reusable). SOM was used in this re-
search according to its powerful ability in clustering data vectors and its property of spatial autocorrelation. This 
helps in discovering software metrics patterns and its relationship with reusability category. The clustering va-
lidity was based on the highest silhouette average value, after we applied many grids sizes and different number of 
epochs. Initially, we applied SOM on all CK metrics suite, in order to cluster classes to their suitable reusability 
category, but we found that NOC and DIT metrics dominated the clustering results because of their poor distri-
bution, so it was helpless clustering. The solution was to eliminate NOC and DIT metrics from clustering process. 
The experimental results show that the clustering becomes more homogenous and meaningful.  

In future, after more investigations in software metrics related to reusability quality factor, SOM can be tested 
again with different metrics to have better results. This will help the software designers to predict class component 
reuse level. Furthermore, we could use same datasets of three systems with eliminating three of CK metrics 
(LCOM, DIT, and NOC) because of its poor distribution; hence the datasets become 3-D, to better visualization. 

We can also define more than three categories for reusability, for example, we can categorize classes into five 
categories: Not Reusable, Low Reusable, Medium Reusable, Reusable and High Reusable.  

In our work, to gain better results we discarded NOC and DIT metrics from experiments because of their poor 
distribution. Another solution that can be applied is to change the initial parameters such as inputting initial 
weights and learning rate values, then reapplying experiments. 
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